
“I discovered my abuser in the garage with my orange 
cat Tom-tom. He had completely wrapped Tom-tom 
up with duct tape. Tom-tom’s legs, feet and tail were 
taped to his little body. With a really smug look on 
his face, my abuser told me that he could kill Tom-
tom if he wanted to, and he would kill me too.”--
Anonymous
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Family Violence and Animal Abuse
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INTRODUCTION
Animal abuse has been repeatedly linked to family violence, however, many institutions which seek to remedy these issues isolate them from one another. This mindset further proliferates the idea that they are separate, 

and subsequently results in institutions ignoring solutions which holistically address the root of interpersonal violence. Around 34% of abused women with pets delay leaving their abuser because they have no place to house 
their animals Abusers often torture and kill animals in order to frighten, coerce, or punish the victims. Establishing animal friendly women’s shelters would begin to alleviate this problem on a local level. However, 
collaborating with larger, national institutions is necessary in order to bring attention to the link between animal abuse and family violence. I received the Ferguson Fellowship to fund research on a local level in the 

Hampton Roads community.
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THE LINK
• Animal abuse is an indicator to diagnosing conduct disorders in teenagers (Ascion, 2001).
• 74% of battered women own pets (Lacroix, 2001).
• 71% found that their pets are threatened if an attempt to flee is made (Lacroix, 2001). 
• 60% of households with child abuse also experience animal abuse (DeViney, Dickert, & Lockwood, 1998).

• 34% of abused women stay in abusive relationships for fear of their pets’ safety (Hardesty et al., 2013).

• Abused animals are often brought to veterinarians, but the abuse is rarely reported (Signal et al., 2017)

• Only 9 animal friendly battered women's shelters exist in the US (Doorways, n.d.) .

Case Study: Marsha Milliken describes how her partner used animals to control and manipulate 
her daughter, Christine. He tortured and eventually killed the family’s pets in order to silence 
Christine, who he had repeatedly raped. She writes, "O’Farrell took Rocko and Christine out to a 
country road for a demonstration of what O’Farrell would do if Christine ever told of her abuse. 
O’Farrell beat up Rocko, punching and kicking him in the face and throwing bottles at him, glass 
shattering and cutting the dog’s face and body" (Milliken, 2001).

While animal rights are important, and can be furthered through my proposal, ultimately this is 
an issue of women’s rights, children’s rights, and human rights. Acknowledging the distinct link 
between domestic violence and animal abuse provides a possible holistic solution to domestic 
violence, while allowing the women to maintain their comfort and autonomy by retaining 
possession of their animals. When a battered woman decides to leave her abuser, she should not 
have to choose between her safety and her animals. 

PROPOSED SOLUTION
The first step to any successful policy or social change is research and this 
project is no exception. My fellowship has been largely purposed towards 
providing additional data through the creation and Institutional Review 
Board (IRB) approval of a survey before it can be released for mass 
distribution. 
Overall, this has included:
●Completing the necessary IRB training
●Evaluating the gaps in the current literature
●Creating and editing a survey which assesses the link between animal 

violence and domestic violence

https://www.doorwaysva.org/our-work/emergency-shelter-and-long-term-housing/domestic

